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The Lockheed AC-130 gunship is a heavily armed, long-endurance ground-attack variant of the C-130
Hercules transport fixed-wing aircraft.It carries a wide array of anti-ground oriented weapons that are
integrated with sophisticated sensors, navigation, and fire-control systems.Unlike other military fixed-wing
aircraft, the AC-130 relies on visual targeting.
Lockheed AC-130 - Wikipedia
The Douglas AC-47 Spooky (also nicknamed "Puff, the Magic Dragon") was the first in a series of gunships
developed by the United States Air Force during the Vietnam War.It was designed to provide more firepower
than light and medium ground-attack aircraft in certain situations when ground forces called for close air
support
Douglas AC-47 Spooky - Wikipedia
The Marinesâ€™ initial Harvest HAWK plan is to field 3 kits, but the eventual plan is to have 3 roll-on/ roll-off
kits per squadron. That would mean about 9 kits by 2011, and 12 kits when the last KC-130T aerial refueling
squadron converts to KC-130Js after 2012.
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Discounts for Multiple Orders; of Aerospace projects review, US Aerospace projects, Air & Space Drawings &
Documents.; Get 50% off! Aerospace Projects Review Aerospace Projects Review was originally published
on paper in the early 2000's and is being completely updated and released electronically.
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NEW LIFE â€“ 15 February 2013 â€“ Page Four MATTERS FOR PRAYER (2) Junta In Burma (Myanmar)
Escalates War (From p.3) MP Aung San Suu Kyi said she would not intervene without an oï¬ƒcial invitation
from the government.
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Daily updates of everything that you need know about what is going on in the military community and abroad
including military gear and equipment, breaking news, international news and more.
Military Daily News, Military Headlines | Military.com
Websources Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it. George Santayana, The Life
of Reason, Volume 1, 1905 To Vietnam Veterans: "Welcome Home!"
Vietnam War Resources - Pilsch
50 Comments. Brother Nathanael August 12, 2010 @ 10:44 pm. Dear Real Zionist News Family - I hope you
all realize HOW IMPORTANT this article is. Woodrow Wilson MARKS THE BEGINNING of JEW CONTROL
of America!
Woodrow Wilson - Pawn Of The Jews | Real Jew News
Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org. Dr. Chuck Baldwin has a very long and impressive resume (also
covered in Wikipedia), including being the 2008 presidential candidate for the Constitutional Party.In a world
where preconception, ideology and bias increasingly rule the day, Dr. Baldwin has long since been a
courageous outspoken voice of reason and fact based conclusions.
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"God ends the one-flesh relationship of marriage only through the death of one of the spouses." "The grace
and power of God are promised and sufficient to enable a trusting, divorced Christian to be single all this
earthly life if necessary."
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